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1 coordination meeting
5 Information/Management Products published of which 1 Map
33 Organizations supported

CARGO STORAGE
1,589 m³
385 MT

of cargo received for storage in sites managed by
ACTED, INTERSOS, Solidarités International
ON BEHALF OF 13 ORGANIZATIONS
ACTION AGAINST HUNGER, CARE INTERNATIONAL, CROHNS AD, THE RED GREEN CONCERN FOR DEVELOPMENT, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR MIGRATION, INTERSOS, NORWEGIAN CHURCH AD, NORWEGIAN REFUGE COUNCIL, SOLIDARITES INTERNATIONAL, UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN’S FUND, WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

&

AIR CARGO CONSOLIDATION
3.2 m³
2 MT

of air cargo consolidated for airlift by UNHCR to 4 locations
ON BEHALF OF 5 ORGANIZATIONS
ALLIANCE FOR INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL ACTION, IFHILO, MÉDICINS SANS FRONTIÈRES SUSSE, UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN’S FUND, WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

CARGO BY SECTOR

STORAGE

53% Non Food Security
31% Water
12% Shelter

AIR CARGO CONSOLIDATION

Logistics 79%

Health 8%

Food 10%

Maison 1%

COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION OF TRUCK MOVEMENT REQUESTS

724 requests facilitated

Accounting for the movement of 1,746 trucks to 62 locations. 265 movements required a military escort.
ON BEHALF OF 27 ORGANIZATIONS
ACTED, ACTION AGAINST HUNGER, ALMA, CHRISTIAN AD, CROHNS AD, CRISIS, FIDEL, FROMAGE, INTL RESCUE COMMITTEE, INTERSOS, KIN, MAKKA, MULTICHEN, MFOM, MERCY CORPS, NORWEGIAN CHURCH AD, OAC, PLAN INTERNATIONAL, PO, SAVE THE CHILDREN INTERNATIONAL, SOLIDARITES INTERNATIONAL, TERRI DES HOMMES, UNICEF, UNHCR, WFP, WHO, ZOA NO

DONORS

Logistics Cluster/ORG/NGORICA

The Logistics Sector is led by

Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data currently available from the Field Logistics Sector and supporting the emergency response operations. It may be revised and updated as new or more complete data become available.